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From the Word

Editor's letter

To elect someone
for your fish tank

T

o elect someone to lead the country and agriculture in
the country, must be one of the most important tasks
out there.

We hear so often that one has to know in which fish tank
you are swimming. Well, during the recent 2019 South African
national election in May, our citizens formed part of the 26,7
million voters who made their crosses at almost 33 000 voting
stations. This determined the future of approximately 60 million
South Africans for at least another 5 years. Rather a large fish
tank, don't you think?
Not necessarily ... India also held its election over the past 5
weeks in April and May. At the top of the scale, almost 900 million voters made their crosses at almost 1 million voting stations,
which determined the future of their population of almost 1,4
billion people.
Down the scale is the Cocos Islands, with the smallest population of 586, the Falkland Islands with a population of 3 400
and Montserrat with a population of only 4 900. In the bigger
spectrum it is a very small fish tank to swim in.
To put in into perspective, elections will be held in many other
countries which, believe it or not, will have an impact on half of
the world. Almost 4 billion people.
Enjoy swimming in your fish tank - no matter how big or small it
may be.

Aubrey Kruger
EDITOR

To lack nothing…

Rev Willie Botha
Read: Psalm 23

Farming is the oldest occupation that we know of. In the old
times a shepherd moved from one grazing-ground to the next.
There were no fences as we know it today and the movement
of a shepherd and his herd was unlimited. The result was that
herds constantly competed for grazing and water. In a dry
country this was understandable. Another problem was that
livestock could be mixed up quite easily. However, this was not
really a problem since the shepherds knew their livestock so
well that they could easily identify their own. The sheep usually
recognised their shepherd's voice and would spontaneously
follow him. A shepherd's sheep were his life. During the warmer
summer months, he would sleep with them in the veld. When
they were sick or weak, he would carry them and when they got
lost, he would look for them. Sheep were particularly valuable
for their wool, meat, skins and horns. The skins of goats were
very valuable and a nanny-goat could give up to 3,5 litres of
milk per day. Farming was not merely a business for a subsistence farmer - it was his vocation, it was his whole life. No wonder than John applied the image of a shepherd laying down his
life for his sheep, to Jesus in John 10. David's bravery against
lions and bears threatening the safety of the herd, confirms this.
Even the best farmer fails sometimes. There are certain circumstances which he cannot control. Serious diseases such
as foot-and-mouth disease, blue tongue, pulpy kidney, tetanus
and many other conditions can occur, resulting in huge and
sudden losses. Farmers in the colder areas of our country
have all heard stories of angoras having to be herded into stables and sheds in the middle of the night, bringing up orphan
lambs and tying up ewes refusing to allow the lambs to suckle.
The contemporary farmer also has to take unfavourable economic and political conditions into account.
Psalm 23 talks about the Farmer of all farmers. He perfectly
guides His sheep. Only He can lay claim to the fact that His
herds want for nothing. His sheep can follow Him with total
peace of mind because He provides the best grazing and safe
waters to drink from. He leads them on the best paths and He is
the only one who can give them new strength. He protects them
in the most dangerous places, in the shadow of death.
The fortunate sheep referred to in Psalm 23, are us. We, who
can testify of eternal care and grace. Of safe waters and abundant grazing. Of carrying us through droughts and listening to
our prayers for rain. And a Shepherd who is willing to lay down
His life for us…

02
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Pieter & Tshepo

GENERAL
IN SHORT
110 birthday thank yous from
Senwes Scenario

Producing more on less really becomes an issue and with an ever-increasing populat
ion we need to find ways to produce bigger yields on less land. Water is also a scarce
resource as we’ve found out on Nation in Conversation @ Nampo Harvest Day 2019.
CEO of Water Shortage SA, Benoit Le Roy, said: “I am not an alarmist, but we have
a catastrophe second to none on our hands regarding water. Thus, to use resources
more effectively on less land is the future. And if you know that 60% of water is used
by agriculture, we must get farmers in another mindset regarding water.”

JANSE RABIE

THE HISTORY OF THE POTATO
Agropa Handels GmbH in Germany
Potatoes date back at least 7 000 years.
During the 2019 Senwes #forthefarmers campaign, where we focused on different commodities, we started with a red meat barbeque, followed by chicken, dairy products and
potatoes. During the potato leg we found out
more about the history of potatoes.

‶What we know is that the potato

began in Peru, where it fed the Inca
empire and residents of the Andean
Altiplano going back at least 7 000
years. The region still has the highest
potato diversity in the world, and even
has an ancient method for freeze-drying spuds, which are then called
chunos, in the cold air of high-altitude

″

nights.

In the previous Senwes Scenario edition a
number of agri-companies congratulated
Senwes on its 110th birthday. Thank you
very much to all advertisers and valued
agricultural partners.
A special thank you to advertisers who
congratulated Senwes in their own advertisements, such as Coopers, Dekalb,
John Deere, Lawen Star, Omnia, Pannar,
Peritum Agri Instituut, Premier, Santam,
Voermol and internal Senwes divisions.
Your messages really touched us - from
congratulatory messages to references to
our reliable service, and the fact that we
are all partners. We would also like to congratulate each one of you celebrating your
own milestones.
You were in 9 500 printed copies and received free coverage in our online editions.
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Agri SA Head: Natural Resources
Agri SA launched a legal action relating to
shale gas in the Pretoria High Court against
the granting of environmental authorisation
and exploration rights for shale gas to Rhino
Oil & Gas.

‶Without the necessary satisfactory

define you...what you do with it and

information regarding the availability
and treatment of water to maintain
a hydraulic fracking and shale gas
industry in South Africa, Agri SA
cannot support the government's
apparent appetite for a gas industry in this country. South Africa is a
country where water is a very scarce
resource. Agri SA is of the opinion
that the government is not nearly
careful enough when it comes to the
possible impact of shale gas explo-

about it, is who you are.

ration.

FRANCOIS STRYDOM
Senwes Group CEO
During the Hinterland branch managers’
conference held in Parys.

‶Your circumstances in life, your
gender, race...these things don't

″

″

‶Agbiz specifically welcomes the amalgamation of the Ministry of Agriculture with the Ministry of Rural Development and
Land Reform, and with the appointment of Ms Thoko Didiza as the new Minister to lead the executive in this portfolio.″
– JOHN PURCHASE – CEO Agbiz • On the new cabinet announced by Pres Cyril Ramaphosa.
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Feeding of and caring for the

ram lamb

The ram makes a phenomenal contribution to successful herd management and improvement. The genetic potential of the ram lamb is already affected by the management practices of the producer from six weeks before birth.
 By Giepie Calldo
Peritum Agri Institute

follicle development takes place from birth
and for three weeks thereafter.

energy to 16% protein in respect of her
nutrition.

his is the period during which the
growth of the fetus, primary wool
follicle development as well as
udder tissue development take
place. The growth of the fetus at this critical stage will eventually determine body
mass; primary wool follicle development
will determine wool production and udder
tissue development is required to ensure
that the ewe will have sufficient colostrum
and milk production to feed the ram to full
potential after birth. The secondary wool

FEEDING AND FETUS DEVELOPMENT
At six weeks before birth, is when the
eventual growth potential of the fetus can
receive the most damage due to incorrect
feeding. Apart from the lost potential due
to malnutrition, it can also result in low
birth mass (2 to 3kg) and mortalities.
The feed requirements of a pregnant
ewe are 3,5% of her body mass. Wellbalanced nutrition is necessary for the
production of good colostrum, which
determines the immunity of the ram over
his lifespan. Maintain a good ratio of 68%

FEEDING OF THE RAM LAMB AFTER
BIRTH
In order to optimally feed the ram lamb,
the lactating ewe requires 4,5% of her
body mass as daily feed. Creep feeding
must be set up from 10 days after birth
and is essential since it will determine the
ram's eating pattern over its lifespan. The
ability of the ram to adjust to its feed, is
essential since rams often change owners
and feed patters as a result. Feed changes can result in infertility since it takes
approximately 21 days for the micro-or-

T
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ganisms to adjust to the next ration.
Every ram requires approximately 25 kg
of creep feeding until it is weaned at 100
days.
Good feed management requires monitoring of the ram lamb's progress by the
farmer. Decide what the weight of your
rams should be at two-tooth selling stage,
draw up a table and monitor by weighing
on a monthly basis.
Should the ram lamb weigh 40 kg at
weaning age and its target weight is 88
kg, its weight has to increase by 48 kg
over 12 months (365 days). Monitor if it
grows by approximately 4 kg per month
or 110 grams, as required.
CARE OF THE RAM LAMB
The next guidelines are valuable in ensuring good ram management from weaning
to auction.
• At + 42 days, take fecal samples and
dose if necessary. This is also a good
time to do trace element and vitamin
A supplements to strengthen mucous
membranes.
• At 80 days, inject against pulpy kidney
and pasteurella to limit mortalities after
weaning.
• Wean at 100 days and weigh the ram.
Performance measurement starts her
and is also required for BLUP selection
later on. Weaning selection is done
and 15% to 20% of the poorest ram

•

•

•

•

•

performers are rejected. It is important to record the descendants which
do not grow in order to discriminate
against the parents. Sell poor performers. The birth register and weaning
record must be sent to SA Pedigree.
After weaning, rams can do the
so-called libido course. Approximately
30 poor performing ewes are put in
a pen with the ram lambs and they
continuously mate with the ewes. It
improves libido and mating skills,
which makes them top performers in
respect of future reproduction.
Ram lambs are also shorn at this
stage. Fleece is weighed to assist
with the decision as to whether other
lambs should be shorn or whether they
should be sold with their wool.
During this period, Rev 1 can be
administered to increase immunity
against brucella ovis.
Rams must get a lot of exercise - being
fit improves fertility. The mating ability
of overweight and unfit rams is usually
not very good.
180 days after having been shorn,
the performance of the lambs is evaluated. They are weighed, a 30-gram
wool sample is taken from the midrib areas and sent to the SA Wool
Testing Bureau for analysis. The ram
is also shorn and the fleece weighed.
Performance forms must be completed

scrupulously and accurately and sent
to SA Pedigree.
HANDLING OF RAMS AT AN AUCTION
Auction rams will carry 6 to 7 months'
wool on auction day. Take a last small
wool sample (EST) which is tested for
Micron, Sd, CV and Comfort % and indicated at the second test on the catalogue.
Final evaluation is done by the inspectors
at the auction. Rams must be tested for
fertility and a certificate has to be handed
to the buyer.
Rams are exposed to a lot of stress
at auctions. It is therefore necessary that
rams should eat and drink well before
being loaded. Handling at the auction,
transport and feed adjustment can result
in temporary infertility. It is fatal to shear a
ram shortly after an auction since it could
result in total infertility. Keep feed constant
(seller could add a bag of pellets to the
transaction), and allow the rams time to
adjust and to rest in order to avoid infertility as a result of adjustment. Assist the ram
with adjusting to its new environment by
dosing with Protexin Solube, Bioboost or
Bio-min. Remember to innoculate against
pulpey kidney and pasteurella.
Rams make a huge contribution to the
economic performance of the herd and
for this reason, ram management should
commence six weeks before birth and
should be sustained.
SENWES SCENARIO | WINTER 2019
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At the back from left to right
is Marcel Lombard, Handre
van Heerden, Frans Drey
er, Thys Grobbelaar and
Bennie Scheepers. In the
front is Hansie Swanepoel,
Susari Koegelenberg and
Norman Botma. Johan
Vosloo and Phillip Nell is
also part of the team.

Senwes Brokerage staff get
their 15 minutes of fame
“In future, everyone will be world-famous for 15 minutes,” said Andy Warhol, an American
artist, director and producer who was a leading figure in the visual arts movement known
as pop art. And now it would appear that Andy’s words are ringing true for the Senwes
Brokerage staff.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

H

ansie Swanepoel, Susari
Koegelenberg, Norman Botma.
Marcel Lombard, Handre van
Heerden, Frans Dreyer, Thys
Grobbelaar and Bennie Scheepers, all
of whom are based at the Senwes Head
Office, as well as Johan Vosloo and Phillip
Nell, will be the voices behind the Senwes
market reports which will be broadcasted
live each weekday morning from April
2019 to the end of March 2020.
The timeslot of the broadcast is more
or less around 05:45 and can be heard
on the popular Central South Africa radio
station, OFM.
The format of the show, which is part
of OFM’s Before Dawn slot which focuses
on agri-news between 05:00 and 06:00,

06
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involves the show host calling one member of the brokerage team for a live telephone interview on various issues regarding local and international grain markets.
The time slot is very popular among
farmers and commodity marketers and
the team have expressed their excitement
and some trepidation at having to play
this vital role in getting information to the
OFM listeners.
Information will be shared on:
• Market prices and Safex closing prices
on white and yellow maize, wheat and
sunflower.
• Market analyses – overview on the
trends between closing prices on the
previous day; identifying reasons for
movements and providing statistical
analyses.
• Market trends – price trends on the
most important international grain
exchanges such as Chicago and

Kansas.
• Local news affecting the SADEC-region
Macro-economic factors – rand/dollar
exchange rate, world political developments, tariffs/subsidies and local and
world food programmes.
Senwes Granlink’s senior grain market analyst, Thys Grobbelaar, says it is not a new
idea. “We were on a different radio station
as far back as 2004 for the first broadcast
of this kind. More recently the slot on OFM
was used by another agri-company, but
when the opportunity was offered to us,
we were excited to become involved again
and to share these important market indicators with the audience.”
So if you’d like to keep your finger on
the pulse of what’s happening in the world
of grain marketing, set your alarm for 05:45
each weekday morning and don’t miss the
guys enjoying their 15 minutes of fame!
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Record rainfall brings hope
Senwes area receives the highest rainfall in April in 104 years – 188,7 mm
Danie Niehaus' Afrikaans song says “Dis reën dis wind dis water en die son kom eers
weer later”. It was also the case for producers in the Senwes area over the past four and
a half weeks in April 2019.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

I

n During this period the average rainfall in our area was a massive 188,7
mm - the highest rainfall in April in 104
years. Senior Grain Analyst at Senwes,
Thys Grobbelaar, said that it broke the
existing record. The previous highest
rainfall was 117 mm during the 1942/43
season. To put it into perspective, the
long-term average rainfall for April in the
Senwes area is a mere 40,5 mm. In other
words, it is more than four and a half times
the long-term average.
Places with the highest rainfall in April
were Winburg silo where 280 mm was
measured, Arlington silo with 275 mm and
Theunissen silo with 257 mm. At the other
end of the scale we have Jan Kempdorp

silo with the lowest rainfall, namely 108
mm, as well as Gottenburg silo at 113 mm
and Heilbron silo at 114 mm, just below the
previous average rainfall record for April.
The winners since the beginning of the
2018/19 season (1 July 2018 until 30 April
2019) were Enselspruit silo with 792,5
mm, followed by Raathsvlei silo with 710,6
mm and Arlington silo a few drops behind
them with 709 mm. Amongst those with the
lowest rainfall during this period were Jan
Kempdorp with 270,2 mm, Hartswater silo
with 327,5 mm and Petrusburg silo with
390 mm.
It is evident from the statistics that we
received 333,3% more in April this year
than in the corresponding period of the
previous year, and the cumulative rainfall
for the season to date, was 106,1% of the
33-year average.
Grobbelaar also said: ”We are experi-

encing one of the strangest seasons since
accurate rainfall records commenced.” We
have only had four seasons over the past
104 seasons during which the 1 July to 31
December rainfall had been less than this
season for the same period. The average
rainfall for the pre-season from 1 July to
31 December was 232 mm. The average
of the past season was a mere 118 mm.
The dryest pre-season for the period since
rainfall statistics commenced, was 88 mm
during the 1945/46 season.
Grobbelaar also said that we should
remember that rainfall in the eastern
districts was very close to normal for the
pre-season period. The cumulative rainfall for the more western districts was, in
many instances, significantly lower and
in a few instances the lowest recorded
rainfall history. Examples are Regina with
only 56 mm, Viljoenskroon with 85 mm,
Vierfontein with 84 mm, Bothaville with 91
mm and Odendaalsrus with 78 mm. The
more westerly districts, such as Bultfontein
and Wesselsbron, received good rain
during August 2018, which increased their
pre-season rainfall figures.
Despite the very dry pre-season, some
of the districts will realise very good yields.
What do we learn from this? That we
should never lose hope. Rain does not only
bring relief, but also hope. All the best with
the season, producers.
*In the schematic representations, the rainfall for April 2019 in the traditional Senwes
area of operation can be studied in more
detail.

The rainfall for April 2019 in the traditional Senwes area.
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Senwes leads call to
support local farming
 By Kefiloe Manthata
Senwes Journalist

I

n January 2019 Senwes set a challenge to South African companies
to answer the call to assist farmers
who are suffering the conditions of
drought and a drop in red meat prices.
Following Agri SA’s call to “braai the farmers’ problems away” Senwes launched a
#braaivirdieboere campaign.
The success of the #braaiforthefarmers
birthed a Senwes campaign to educate
consumers on the importance of suppor
ting local farmers. Since then, Fridays at
Senwes have been dedicated to affirming
the commitment that Senwes has made to
support local commodities.

Senwes donated 150 heads of cabbage,
bought from the Thobo Trust anchored
Itokisetseng vegetable garden project, to
the Christmas Tree Project beneficiaries.

First up in the spotlight was firm
favourite, chicken! Senwes staff enjoyed
an array of different chicken dishes. We
followed up with milk and then potatoes
and learned interesting facts about how
much of each of these commodities we
consume daily.
The campaign took a heart-warming
turn the following week when we put the
spotlight on cabbage. Most recently, we
have put vegetables at the forefront of the

#forethefarmers campaign. The call for
this winter is to buy local vegetables, stay
healthy and support local farmers.
The point of this campaign is to remind
us of Senwes Chief Group Executive
Francois Strydom’s words saying “whether
you are in agriculture or not, the truth is
that every single South African is part of
the agri-value chain, the food and pro
ducts you consume daily were grown on a
farm. It’s about food security.”

SENWES SCENARIO | WINTER 2019
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ROUGHAGE
IN THE FEEDLOT

What is the value of roughage and how is it
utilized in feedlot diets?
Ruminants such as cattle and sheep, evolved as forage consumers. To maintain a healthy
digestive system a minimum level of roughage needs to be included in a feedlot feed.
Different sources of roughage have various nutritional value and physical characteristics
which must be taken into account in formulating feedlot rations.
 By Dr Kobus Swart
Animal Nutrition Specialist

P

lant cell walls, which we measure
as fiber, cannot be digested by
animals, but must be fermented
by micro-organisms. Ruminants
swallow large particles of forage and
selectively retain them in the rumen to
allow adequate time for fermentation.
They ruminate to enhance digestion and
allow passage through the digestive tract.
During chewing, they produce salivary
buffers that help to maintain the pH in the
rumen.
In animal production systems there
are economic, operational and nutritional
reasons for limiting the forage or roughage

10
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content in feedlot rations. Economically,
grains and concentrate feeds often are
less expensive sources of nutrients than
forages. Operationally, roughages create
difficulties and additional expense in
processing (chopping or grinding), in
uniformly mixing and delivering rations,
and in obtaining consistent intakes without
sorting. Nutritionally, roughages tend to
be more variable in nutrient content, which
also makes it difficult to use them in rations
with consistent results. Thus, there are
many practical reasons for minimizing forage in rations of feedlot cattle.
MEASURING FIBER IN FEEDS
FOR RUMINANTS
In animal feeding, fiber is a term used
to define a nutritional, not a chemical or

plant anatomical concept. Nutritionally,
fiber has both physical and chemical
attributes that are related to the mechani
cal processes of digestion (chewing and
passage) and to enzymatic degradation
associated with fermentation.
The fiber with the smallest magnitude
is crude fiber (CF), is not an accurate
prediction of fiber and is not used anymore. As acid detergent fiber (ADF) does
not contain hemicellulose, it is not an
accurate estimate of fiber in feeds. ADF
recovers most, if not all, of the polymeric
lignin and cellulose in feeds, with some
contamination from pectin, hemicellulose,
tannin-protein complexes, and ash. Only
neutral detergent fiber (NDF) isolates all of
the insoluble fiber components in plants
(hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin) with

AGRICULTURAL | LANDBOUKUNDIG
AGRICULTURAL

There are many practical reasons for minimizing forage in rations of feedlot cattle.
some protein contamination.
NDF is not an ideal nutritive entity
because its digestibility varies with lignin
concentration and other factors in the feed.
Variation in dry matter digestibility (DMD) is
related primarily to the concentration and
digestibility of NDF in feeds. It is only NDF
that measures the differences within and
among feed types and has the potential
for developing a system of general feeding
recommendations across all feeds.
EFFECTIVENESS OF FIBER
The concept of effective fiber (EF) was
developed by nutritionists to formulate
rations that would maintain milk fat percentage in dairy cows and is not appropriate over the full range of feeds fed to
ruminants. A roughage value unit (RVU)
system was proposed for measuring the
effectiveness of feeds in stimulating chewing activity that was based on a chemical
measure of fiber (NDF) and a physical
measure of particle size. A standard or
reference value with an RVU of 100 was
defined as a hypothetical feed containing
100% NDF with all particles large enough
to stimulate chewing (a long grass hay
containing 100% NDF). A direct relationship between the NDF content plus
physical length of fiber and stimulated
chewing activity were found. To clarify
these concepts definitions was proposed
for both effective NDF (eNDF) to maintain milk fat and physically effective NDF
(peNDF). The peNDF of a feed is related
to the physical properties of its fiber (primarily particle size) that stimulates chew-

ing activity and establishes the biphasic
stratification of ruminal contents (floating
mat of large particles on a pool of liquid
and small particles). However, peNDF is
a feed attribute that is based on a fixed
scale (0 to 1) and reference value (long
grass hay). The peNDF of every feed can
be calculated taking the NDF value and
physical fiber length into account.
DETERMINING MINIMUM peNDF
REQUIREMENTS FOR RUMINANTS
Feedlot production is a terminal process
that rarely lasts beyond 180 days. Given
the short-term nature of feedlot production
and the need to maximize animal performance, the minimum fiber requirements
for feedlot cattle may be substantially
lower than that for dairy cows. Because
fiber has lower productive energy density
than concentrates and is poorly digested
in high concentrate diets, lower fiber concentration in feedlot rations may improve
animal performance and reduce manure
excretion.
It appears that there are positive
relationships between ADG and peNDF
within trials when peNDF is less than 10%
of ration DM and negative relationships
within trials when peNDF is greater than
18%. The peNDF that maximizes ADG
was determined as 15.3%. However, there
is little difference in ADG when peNDF in
the ration is between 12 and 18%. The
optimum peNDF in the ration to minimize
liver abscesses was about 22%, and
the peNDF that maximized intake was
about 25%. The relatively broad range in

acceptable peNDF (12 to 18% of ration
DM) suggests that recommendations can
be modified to match multiple objectives
and account for other factors that may
influence minimum peNDF requirements
for feedlot cattle.
Another problem in ration consistency
is related to particle size, mixing effectiveness and selection by animals. It is
difficult, if not impossible, to uniformly mix
and deliver rations containing concentrates and coarsely chopped roughage,
especially if the ingredients are dry.
In addition, animals will selectively eat
roughage and grain when the forage is
chopped coarsely even if a uniform ration
is delivered. Thus, there is a tendency to
reduce the particle size of the roughage
to improve handling, mixing and delivery.
When this occurs it is important that the
peNDF value of the roughage be adjusted
to reflect its effectiveness.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Both the chemical and physical characteristics of rations are important in determining animal performance. Physically
effective NDF attempts to take into
account both the chemical and physical
nature of fiber that influences the chewing
activity and ruminal function of ruminants.
Although chewing activity is important in
providing salivary buffers for controlling
ruminal pH, it is also an indicator of the
physical environment of the rumen that
helps to establish optimal ruminal fermentation and production.

Om die produktiwiteit van produksiestelsels
vir beeste te verbeter.

Adviesdiens vir herkouervoeding

Voerprosessering, voedingsbestuur en formulering
van voere vir volhoubare produksieprestasie
Formuleer en verskaf konsentrate om formulasies te
komplimenteer

Dr. Kobus Swart 083 262 0946 • kobus@mixcure.co.za
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Senwes Enjoys

Nampo 2019
As in the beginning, 53 years ago, and every year since then, Senwes was again proud to
be part of Grain SA’s Nampo Harvest Day at Nampo Park near Bothaville from 14-17 May
2019.
 By Marlon Abrahams
Senwes Scenario Editor-in-Chief

W

hat made this year even
more special, is that
Senwes celebrated its 110th
birthday on 15 May at this
premier agri-event, the biggest in the
Southern Hemisphere! The occasion was
marked by CEO Francois Strydom and
the Senwes team being presented with
a birthday cake and bubbly by Central
South Africa’s “Sound of Your Life” OFM
radio station.
Francois paid tribute to all our stakeholders, especially to you, our valued

clients, for your support and faith in the
company over the years. In recognition of
this momentous event, Senwes also took
out a 24 page insert on Senwes’ history in
the Landbouweekblad magazine, which
also celebrated its 100 years existence.
Congrats to LBW on its centenary!
Back to Nampo, Senwes was again
represented by its Grainlink stall and the
Grainlink team were on hand, dispen
sing advice and garnering leads about
all aspects of grain production, storage
and marketing. Remember, for the best
integrated solutions to get the most out of
your grain yields, all you have to do is call
us at Senwes Grainlink. A grain marketer is
standing by to assist you with any enquiry

you may have. Also make a note that the
Grainlink team are live on OFM each morning
at about 05:45 during the agri-hour “Before
Dawn”, where they share the latest trends,
news and Safex movements in the grain
industry.
The Senwes Grainlink stall also gave
away a R1 000 Hinterland voucher to one
lucky winner each day of Nampo, and cele
brated Senwes’ 110th birthday by giving
away 110 cupcakes to 110 visitors to the
stall on our birthday.
Senwes’ retail partner, Hinterland was
also present at Nampo, with its agri-goodies,
weapons and ammo, proving very popular
once again!
THE NATION CONTINUES THE
CONVERSATION
Six years ago, Senwes initiated a discussion
platform, launched at the Nampo Harvest
Day to encourage constructive dialogue
14

Nick Efstathiou, OFM CEO, Francois Strydom, Senwes Group
CEO and Danie Minnaar, Senwes Group Chairman.
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Better Every Day.
Montego Pet Nutrition is a South African family business, built upon the strongest foundations of entrepreneurial
spirit, family values, quality and innovation. This year we’re updating the look of our brand to match the business
we’ve grown into – a business that never stops improving on its approach, getting better every day at producing
high-quality pet nutrition for all South African pets.
Johan van Jaarsveld, Managing Director – second generation van Jaarsveld.

#hellomontego

www.montego.co.za

NEWS

First at Nampo – Senwes
introduced the first ever
play area for children
called the Kaalvoet
Kinderparkie, where
child-minders were in
attendance to watch the
little ones while their
parents took a break. The
pics on the left capture
some of the moments at
Nampo including Senwes’
“clean team” who kept the
road shoulder to Nampo
spick and span.
12 | Senwes Enjoys Nampo 2019
between key stakeholders in agriculture
to create awareness and solutions for the
burning issues facing the industry. This
year the platform, Nation in Conversation,
was highlighted by a distinct air of goodwill and promise with regards to those
issues. Given the fact that the national
election had just occurred, and that the
issue of land reform and economic renewal loomed large, the sessions of Nation
in Conversation echoed the purveying
mood.
The quality of the conversation reached
new heights with facilitators and partici
pants that included In Transformation
Initiative and former government minister,
Roelf Meyer; retired ambassador and
agri-economic fundi, Malcolm Ferguson;
LBW Editor-in-Chief, Chris Burgess;
Galileo Capital CEO Theo Vorster; political commentator Theo Venter; strategist
Leona Archary; Grain SA’s Senelizwe
Fakade, Ikageng Maluleke and Jannie de
Villiers, Agri SA’s Christo van der Rheede,
Gloria Serobe of Wiphold and Wipcapital;
Nkosi Minenkulu Joyi – traditional leader
of Baziya Traditional Council & Royal
House of Joyi and Farmers Weekly’s
Siyanda Sishuba, to name a few.
The subject matter covered: Post
Election Political Perspectives; Public
Private Partnerships towards Sustainable
Economic Growth; Reviving the Platteland;
Agriculture – A Global Business – Where
does South Africa Stand; Supporting

14
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and Funding a Developing Agricultural
Industry; Technology and Funding; The
role of Communal Land in Agricultural
Development; Water: A critical Commodity
and A Glance into the Future –
Opportunities in Agriculture.
The sessions, which were well-attended
and featured robust audience participation, were live-streamed on the Nation in
Conversation website. To watch it, please
visit www.nationinconversation.co.za.
Once again social media was abuzz
with comments and reaction, ranging
from emotional highs and lows regar
ding the discussions. Follow the Nation in
Conversation and Senwes social media
feeds for up-to-the-minute views on all
matters agricultural.
If you’ve never been to Nampo or you’ve
never watched Nation in Conversation,
please make a point to watch the shows
now. You’re missing out on the latest
developments and hot topics in agriculture and we don’t want you to be
left behind. The agri-future looks positive, especially with a new Agricultural
Development Agency being touted to
assist farmers, coming soon. Watch the
Nation in Conversation live-stream on
Supporting and Funding a Developing
Agricultural Industry now for more information. We hope to see you all again next
year or, of-course if you can make it, at
Nation in Conversation at Nampo Cape in
September.

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Senwes Grainlink bied veilige transaksies en vinnige betaling. Ons skep
waarde vir jou deur kapitaalgroei en dividende. Ons kyk al die afgelope 110
jaar na jou graan en belange terwyl jy aandag gee aan jou hartsmense.

A

gri
rewards

grainlink

INNOVATION

Is the beef industry
gearing itself for a

digital renaissance?
The livestock industry is gearing up for its turn in the innovation saddle as more start-ups
pick up the pace – this is according to Lauren Manning. The following article will explore
some of the challenges associated with digitalisation in the livestock space as experienced
by a company called Performance Livestock Analytics (PLA).
 By Martin van Zyl
Senwes Group Executive: Innovation
and Integrated Solutions

I

nnovation is changing virtually every
segment of food production. There are
intricate algorithms assessing mountains of data coming from row crop
operations, newly discovered microbes
spawning bio-based fertilisers, gene edi
ting that can improve the nutritional profile
of crops and hyperspectral scanners hel
ping food distributors achieve better food
safety standards.

16
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One place where technology has
been less apt to spread like wildfire is
livestock production, including beef,
dairy and other segments of the
supply chain that puts meat and milk
products on our plates.
When it comes to digitalisation, the industry
is just getting started, according to Dane
Kuper, founder and CEO of precision animal agtech start-up Performance Livestock
Analytics (PLA).
“Livestock is one of the last industries
where you will see true digitalisation hit. We

have seen every other industry go through
a digital revolution,” Kuper explains.
“Livestock is a slightly smaller industry
than row crop production and probably
more challenging in terms of how you solve
tech issues. It also probably has more variables to deal with and higher demand in
how they need to produce these products
compared to row crops,” Kuper explains.
“Meat is a higher value product globally
and you are seeing meat consumption on
the rise. And now the consumer wants a
connected experience when it comes to
how the product was produced.”

Theme:
im
An al feed

FINANCING

Senwes Credit at the
forefront of innovation
 By Francois de Kock
Senwes Credit: Head Commercial Agri Finance

Without diminishing the complexity of growing crops like
soybeans, corn and wheat, raising beef cattle is an entirely
different rodeo due to the very fact that the commodity is a
living, breathing and walking animal with its own nutritional
requirements and health needs. The simple task of determining
exactly how many pounds of feed each animal consumed is
impossible for many producers unless animals are separated
and fed individual rations - an impractical and wildly inefficient
endeavour. Each animal will also have its own health history
as disease plagues some, but not all of the herd and different
stats on things like the number of months it takes to reach finishing weight.
And then there’s the cow-calf segment of beef cattle production in which cows are bred to produce a new crop of
calves each year. Breeding, calving and weaning records are
an entirely new set of metrics to capture for each individual
animal.
The answer may simply be that it will take the industry a
little more time to wrap its head around the dizzying number of variables involved to find the best and most practical
on-farm digital solutions.
Abbreviated from: Lauren Manning’s article: https://agfundernews.com/its-beefs-turn-for-a-digital-renaissance-says-exclimate-employee-founder-of-digital-tool-pla.html

SENWES CREDIT DOES it again! As leaders in the provision
of agri-finance solutions, Senwes Credit is once again at the
forefront of innovation. A new structure focused on providing
direct access for clients to a team of specialists, was introduced on 1 June 2019. The main focus of the structure is to
optimise the integration strategy of Senwes. The team will be
present in one of three geographic compositions and will be
made up of the following team members:
• Manager Agri-Finance, who fulfils the role of integration
specialist. He deals with the co-ordination of financing
solutions and the identification and facilitation of value
adding opportunities for the client.
• Credit Manager who, with his team, will fulfil the role of
credit specialist. The provision of tailor-made financing
solutions remains the primary responsibility of this team.
• Agricultural-economist who, together with his team, will
find viable solutions for the farming business and who will
provide measurable efficiency comparisons and guidelines via the E-Bureau.
Each of the team specialists is linked to a geographic group
of clients - the total team are therefore aware of the client's
requirements and challenges.
The existing relationship between yourself and your current manager agri-finance, will remain unchanged. Should
you have had previous communication with the credit teams,
this person may possibly change.
The three geographic groupings are the western area,
central and Eastern Cape area and the eastern area.
Contact Senwes Credit today for innovative financing solutions.
SENWES SCENARIO | WINTER 2019
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Staalmeester offers options
to survive this winter

Wood and bush food is the answer
Although good rains were received in most of the Senwes areas in April, a number of
areas are still experiencing severe drought conditions, such as the drought in Namibia.
It is their worst drought ever and the government declared an emergency situation there
in May. There is absolutely no grazing and producers are desperate for feed. Farmers are
looking at alternatives such as wood and bush.
 By Martin Coetzee
Staalmeester CEO

I

t was the answer and the demand
increased. Staalmeester did some
tests on various implements in order
to solve this problem for the farmers.

Two clear winners: JF2D
hammer mill and JF 50 cutter

JF2D
The JF2D is available in an electric, petrol
or diesel version. It is an affordable option
for farmers wanting to mill anything from
maize to livestock feed, in this instance
bush and branches. It is very effective on
bush because the cutting action cuts wood
with two blades, which is then processed
in a milling space with six hammers. The
JF2D model comes with five standard
grids, from 0.8 mm to 10 mm and bigger. In this instance the branches are
processed into 5 mm or 10 mm pieces,
depending on whether cattle or sheep are
being fed.
JF50 CUTTER
The JF 50 comes in PTO, diesel, electric
or petrol. Staalmeester found the answer

18
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*BUSH FOOD is
a term used by
farmers for processing wood and
bush and to make
it part of the feed
blend

A typical bush food blend:
bush 80%, molasses 8%, salt 0.5%,
urea 1%, P21 phosphate 1%, chop 5%
and legumes 4.5%.
The feed blend is suitable for cattle
and sheep and can be used for game
as well, but the urea would have to
be adjusted for game. Staalmeester
is the sole supplier of JF-products in
Southern Africa and has been importing the product from Brazil for the
past 20 years. It has been involved in
Namibia for 15 years.
in the JF2D model, but at a solution was
not yet available for large-scale farmers
requiring larger equipment.
Staalmeester cut a variety of bushes
and branches and successful tests were
done. The JF 50 works very well since it
has a larger feeder than the JF2D and
has two rollers which pull the bush and
branches into the machine for easier pro-

Staalmeester’s JF 50 cutter is the solution
for large-scale farmers requiring larger
equipment.
cessing. The JF50 also has two cutting
length adjusters, namely 5 mm and 13
mm. It is perfect for making the bush food
mixture and it does not have to be processed again by a hammer mill.
Staalmeester sold more than 200
units in Namibia alone over the past two
months, all for the purpose of milling
bushfood. The problem will unfortunately
not be solved soon, since winter is upon
us and grazing will only recover after the
first rain.

JF 2D HAMERMEULE

Bekostigbare implement vir die
vervaardiging van boskos*

JF 2D HAMERMEULE

• Kerfaksie wat hout sny met twee
lemme en dit verder verwerk in ’n
maalkamer met ses hammers.
• Verkrygbaar in enkelfase elektries
of 3fase elektries, petrol of diesel.

*BOSKOS

Term vir hout en bos wat verwerk word
om deel uit te maak van ’n voedings
mengsel wat geskik is vir beeste en
skape en ook vir wild gevoer kan word
as die ureuminhoud aangepas is.

Staal

meester
Produktiwiteit en diens is ons wagwoord
Staalmeester is een van die oudste maatskappye in Suidelike Afrika wat
landbou-implemente vervaardig en invoer. Die maatskappy het in 2018
sy hulpbronne uitgebrei deur in vennootskap te gaan met Senwes.

Coetzeestraat 2, Hartbeesfontein

+27 18 431 0300

Staalmeester

enquiries@staalmeester.co.za
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Replacement heifers
With good management the best asset
class on your farm
If a cattle farmer had to categorise the different production cycles of his herd of cattle in

different asset classes as investment possibilities, there would be different investment
possibilities for the different asset classes, with different return possibilities. One such an
asset class in the portfolio of every farmer, would be replacement heifers.
 By Phillip Lee
Hinterland Manager:
Livestock Solutions

U

nfortunately it is this very
important asset class which
often does not perform as
desired, with long-term negative financial consequences. In this article
we will be looking at reasons for this pro
blem and how to address the problem as
asset managers.
THE REPLACEMENT HEIFER
By definition a replacement heifer is a
female animal which naturally develops in
such a manner as to reach approximately
66% of her mature weight at the age of
approximately 18 months, by which time
she can be mated successfully and will
give birth to a live calf at approximately
85% of her mature weight.
She should also have a 90% chance of
reconception and she has to wean at least
45% of her own body weight. She is also
expected to wean a calf every year for the
next 10 to 12 years with a total TKP of <
400 days. It is clear from the definition of
a replacement heifer that expectations are
very high and we can understand why the
return (calf percentages, weaning mass
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and reconception percentage) is often
disappointing.
THE ROLE OF GOOD MANAGEMENT
The influence of the fund manager in
respect of the specific asset class cannot be over-emphasised. It includes all
aspects of herd management - from
supervision and health management to
nutritional management and selection. We
see far too often in practice that heifers
are kept in a hillside camp and almost forgotten about to make them 'tough' - definitely the recipe for poor returns.
The same applies when the replacement group is incorporated with the rest of
the cow herd too soon. The guideline is to
manage replacement heifers as replacement heifers, until they have been certified
by a veterinary surgeon as being pregnant
for the second time. It involves a threeyear program. The potential of the heifer
as future herd cow, is established here.
WHERE DOES SELECTION START?
Selection starts during the breeding
season of the mothers. Give preference
to heifers born early in the breeding season: Not only do they wean at a heavier
weight, but there is also a high correlation
between cows which calf early and at

what stage during the season their daughters will calf. Ideally 60% of cows should
calf within the first three weeks of the
calving season and preference should be
given to the heifers.
After weaning the selection criteria
such as weaning weight (at least 10%
heavier than the average weaning weight
of the heifers in the group), correct build,
good femininity and sexual development
must be taken into account. This can be
seen as the first round of selection and
for this reason it is recommended that
producers should make provision at this
stage for the number of heifers to be
selected, since some of the heifers may
fall out in the second round.
The second round of selection is when
weaning takes place, after replacement
heifers have calved for the first time (taking into account that they must be examined rectally by a veterinary surgeon to
ensure that they reflect satisfactory sexual
development). Aspects such as reconception percentage (did she conceive
within the first 42 days of the mating season), weaning mass (did she wean 45%
of her own mass) and growth rate (did her
own mass increase after she calved) must
be taken into account - all these aspects
are indicators of her ability to adjust.

AGRICULTURAL

THE ROLE OF YOUR VETERINARY
SURGEON
The role of your veterinarian and the
establishment of a focused innoculation
and deworming programme, cannot be
over-emphasised. Heifers have to receive
their most important innoculatons even
before weaning. Regard innoculations as
a long-term investment in your heifers and
act proactively.
Actions are often taken too late, which
then makes it necessary to play fireman
and put out fires. Look carefully for venereal diseases. This applies particularly in
respect of producers buying in replacement heifers from time to time. Insist on
veterinary certification which confirms that
the animals tested negatively for current
venereal diseases.
Don't forget about the annual boosters before the mating season. It is and
remains the best investment in building
resistance against disease.
MANAGEMENT OF GROWTH CURVE
A number of studies have been done

regarding the growth rate of replacement
heifers and consequent reproduction performance of the herd. We know that the
earlier a heifer calves for the first time, the
higher her productivity will be for the rest
of her life. However, it is closely correlated
with her feeding level, particularly during
the period before her first mating season.
Tests on three different breeds indicated that the heat observation percentage
of heifers growing at an average of 700g/
day, compared to heifers growing at an
average of 350g/day, was almost 25%
higher at 14 months. Weigh your heifers
regularly and follow a strategic supplement programme in order to reach the
required target weights.
Take into account that environmental and breed variations do occur and
that any feeding programme has to be
adjusted accordingly. This will prevent,
inter alia, that animals are in an excessive
condition. Also remember that heifers
have to achieve their goal weight before
the commencement of the mating season - emphasis once again on proactive

management.
We often find that replacement heifers,
particularly in their first winter, receive the
same lick as the cow group (basic winter
sustenance lick), while her requirements
are more in the direction of a production
formulated lick (guard against energy
levels being too high). This is one of the
main reasons why heifers do not reach
their required target weights at the beginning of the mating season. It emphasises
the point of view that replacement heifers
should not be incorporated with the rest of
the cow group too soon. Managing them
separately until after the second mating
season, leaves room for better feeding
managements.
CONCLUSION
Manage your replacement heifers as
the most important asset class on your
farm and regard the costs relating to an
effective health and feeding programme
as a long-term investment in the productivity of the heifer. Do not forget the role
of the bull in as far as the absence of
venereal diseases, mating skills and the
correct choice with regard to easy calving
are concerned.
Work closely with your veterinary surgeon in establishing a health programme
adjusted for your area, as well as with
your animal scientist regarding a supplementary feeding programme and the management of your feed flow programme. It
will ensure the development of your animals at the correct growth curves.
There are no secrets or instant recipes
for success. Producers who manage to
replace heifers successful in their herds,
are producers keeping to the basic principles, who do not look for short-cuts.
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Free State Young Farmer
of the Year announced
 By Julian Soutter
Senwes Graduate

H

erman Janse van Rensburg
from Port Arlington was
announced as the 2019
Free State Young Farmer of
the Year. “Young farmers should stop
googling for potential opportunities
abroad - rather google opportunities in
South Africa”, said the newly crowned
winner.
“We cannot expect a positive outcome with a negative or uninvolved input.
Everyone has a choice to be positive and
constructive or negative and destructive”,
said Francois Wilken, President of Free
State Agriculture.

The 2019 Free State Young Farmer of
the Year conference, which was proudly sponsored by Senwes, was held on
Wednesday, 17 April 2019 at the Monte
Bello Estate in Bloemfontein. Afrikaans
story teller, singer and television presen
ter, Andries Vermeulen, opened the conference with a powerful biblical message
which brought about positive conversation
amongst farmers throughout the day.
The theme of the conference was the
accessibility of resources in a modern
agricultural environment and expert
researchers in the agricultural industry such as Tiaan Terblanche, Phillip
Oosthuizen, Divan van der Westhuizen
and Prof Johan Willemse, touched on
invaluable data and information which
could help young farmers in South

Herman Janse van Rensburg is the
24th winner of the Free State Young
Farmer of the Year award.

Photo: 3’kie’s Fotografie

Africa improve their business strategies and implement smarter ways of
farming. According to Sernick's Head
of Economics and Research, Phillip
Oosthuizen, who addressed the event,
technological and marketing innovations
can give you a short-term competitive
edge, but over the long term it can define
your relevance in the industry.
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Mielie OEMFF® B16
Voedingsondersteuning
gedurende stuifmeelstort,
bestuiwing en bevrugting.

Praat met ons oor hoe jy die
Voedingskedulering™ in jou
gewasbestuur-program kan
implementeer.

KynoPlus®
Verhoog beskikbare
stikstof in die grond.
PRE-PLANT
KynoPlus®-mengsels
Plaas stikstof, fosfaat en
kalium in die grond.

Verbeterde doeltreffendheid
deur innovasie
Don’t just innovate, #KynoVate.
@KynochFertilizer

www.kynoch.co.za
KynoPlus® is geregistreer as kunsmis groep 1 – Reg. No: K8024, KynoPop® Reg. No: K9101, Mielie OEMFF® Reg. No: K8702,
Foli-Plus® Reg. No: K9397 en Foli-Grande® Reg. No: K8045 (Alle produkte is geregistreer onder Wet 36 van 1947)
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IN THE KITCHEN

Buttermilk and
Honey Chicken
Kebabs
Following the success of our
#braaiviriboere campaign where chicken
featured quite early on, we thought
we’d include a 3-in-1 recipe to support
three farmers in one go. So here are the
Buttermilk and Honey Chicken Kebabs.

The three finalists at the 2019 Agri NW Young Farmer of the Year awards function
are from left to right, Pieter Ernst, Dawie Rothmann and Janna Du Rand. Dawie
Rothmann was the winner.

Winner of the 2019 Agri
NW Young Farmer award!
 By Julian Soutter
Senwes Graduate

T

he Senwes sponsored 2019 Agri
NW awards evening lived up to
the expectations of the day, with
Dawie Rothmann, a young vegetable farmer in the Brits region, walking
away with the crown and being the 2019
young farmer of the year.
The man of the moment cultivates
grain and vegetables such as wheat,
soya beans, beetroot, carrots, spinach
on his farm. The key factors behind the
success of Dawie are his ambition to
continuously grow in the farming industry
and to increase his production level. He
also plays a huge role in his community
by serving on various farming committees
that aim to uplift upcoming farmers as well
as farm workers.
The 2019 young farmer of the year
conference took place on Friday, 12

April 2019 at the Uurpan Safari Lodge in
Schweizer-Reneke. The event welcomed
various speakers including well-known
entrepreneur, Marnus Broodryk, who
touched on important subjects that will
have an impact on all young South African
farmers.
Topics such as change, innovation
and entrepreneurship were discussed at
the conference. This initiative was taken
to uplift the increasing number of young
farmers coming through in the industry.
Food security is one of the most
important factors in South Africa, if not
the most important factor, to sustain the
industry. South Africa has faced serious
drought conditions for the past six years,
with inconsistent rainfall which has made
the agricultural sector somewhat unattractive for young entrepreneurs.
This, however, could be an opportunity for many young farmers out there,
to apply the correct skills and attitude to
their respective farms.

INGREDIENTS
1/4 cup hot sauce
1/4 cup tomato paste
3 tablespoons honey
1 cup buttermilk
1/2 small sweet onion, grated
6 garlic cloves, minced
1 tablespoon cracked black pepper
2 1/4 teaspoons salt, divided
1 kg skinned and boned chicken thighs,
trimmed and cut into 5 cm chunks
10 wooden or metal skewers
Vegetable cooking spray
Grilled lemon halves
Romesco Sauce
METHOD
 Whisk together hot sauce, tomato
paste and honey in a large bowl until
smooth; whisk in buttermilk, onion,
garlic, black pepper and salt until
blended.
 Place buttermilk mixture and chicken in
a large zip-top plastic freezer bag; seal
and chill for 3 hours.
 Meanwhile, soak wooden skewers in
water for 30 minutes (Omit if using
metal skewers.)
 Coat cold cooking grate of grill
with cooking spray and place on
grill. Preheat grill to 350°C to 400°C
(medium-high) heat. Remove chicken
from marinade, discarding marinade.
Thread chicken onto skewers, leaving
space between pieces; sprinkle with
salt.
 Grill kebabs, covered with grill lid, 6 to
8 minutes on each side or until chicken
is done. Serve with lemon halves and
Romesco Sauce.
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The Burg between the Burgs

A Myburgh farming between Petrusburg en Edenburg
His surname may be Myburgh, but for Senwes producer Johan Myburgh, everything in
life is not about him, but rather about the people around him.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

J

ohan's farming operations come
with conditions and with his strong
principles and trust in God, his
feet remain well-anchored in agriculture. Johan and his wife Monica have
been farming since 1970 and they will
be celebrating their 50th year of farming
this year, which is a milestone similar to
Senwes' 110-year celebrations.
On this farm, Kingsheath, Johan is
supported by Deodé Wilson, who focuses
on the cattle and crop farming and who
has been working on the farm for the past
11 years, and newcomer Rohan Coetzee,
who has been here for three years and
who deals with the irrigation and potato
branch, as well as labourers for many
years, Boy and Nanzi. “I am blessed with
good people helping me.” His point of
departure is to surround himself with peo-
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ple with his way of thinking. He believes
in staff who are self-reliant: “I am not there
to think for them. They are very proud of
their work and they are positive young
people with vision”, he said.
Although he is hesitant, he still buys
land and the latest 640 hectare acquisition was done as recently as January
2019.
They had a difficult beginning, according to Johan and Monica, and are very
grateful for what they have achieved thus
far. Johan mentions that he would not
change the few years during which he
could farm with his father, for anything.
That was when he learned the basic principles of farming. Their farming operations
and their marriage are almost the same
age - they celebrated their 50th anniversary last year.
This Senwes producer confirms
that he is a customer of Senwes
by loudly announcing his

membership number. Senwes Equipment
is high on his list of priorities, which is evident when you count all the pieces of John
Deere equipment on his farm, and eventually lose count. He bought a brand new
John Deere 8345 RT in December 2018,
which is the latest addition to his fleet.
Even the oldest tractor on the farm still runs
well - a 1982 John Deere 3140 which cost
him R12 500 at the time. His first tractor
was a 3130 and he mentions that he has
never sold a John Deere for less than what
he purchased it. "Nothing compares with
John Deere and I don't even look at anything else.”
We drove around Kingsheath in a
Toyota bakkie. “Only three things move
around on this farm - a John Deere, Toyota
and Bonsmaras.” The Bonsmara-stud
consists of 70 bulls and 300 cows. Deodé
tells us that they will be pre-
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In the fields! Senwes producer Johan
Myburgh with Deodé Wilson and
Rohan Coetzee.
Tractor driver
Michael Manoni, on
the farm with the
new John Deere
8345 RT.

senting their 22nd auction since 1996 on
25 September 2019. He is particularly
excited about the difference made by
Johan and Kingsheath, in which the total
community can share. The fact that they
won two titles 10 years apart, speaks
of the good quality of the stud: In 2018
they won the LNR National Best Elite
Cow award with cow KHB 050270 and in
2008 the ABSA ARC title was awarded to
Kingsheath as well.

They all know the farm's basins
amongst the hills, the fertile and less fertile areas, as explained by Johan during
our trip through the fields, which are
green and lush after having received 123
mm of rain in April and 415 mm for the
year until 7 May. April was a record rainfall month with an average of 188,7 mm.
It is indeed a blessing for them if you take
into account that they normally receive
between 350 and 450 mm per year on

average. The good rain will ensure good
soil moisture levels, for which they are
very grateful.
The future of the farm is being kept
safely for the children, Gert and Colette.
Johan's last bit of advice is that one
should never take wild chances in farming
and one should always remember that
what you have is only by the grace of
God.
Well done, Johan!
uppe marketing A19498

Vir winterlekke wat jou sak pas

Winterlek

Jou diere verdien net die beste. Wanneer dit kom by hul welstand, is daar geen kortpaaie
nie. Gebruik jou eie plaasgeproduseerde produkte saam met Yara Animal Nutrition SA se
produkte en spaar. Maak Yara jou vennoot in die verskaffing van kwaliteitprodukte en
resepte om jou lekkoste drasties te verminder.
Voorbeeld van ‘n winterlek vir beeste en skape:

Hulle sal hulle
lippe aflek ...

Mieliemeel/Hominy Chop
Oliekoek
Voergraad Ureum
Kimtrafos 12 Grandé/PhosSure 12
Kalori 3000
Voergraad Swael
Sout
Totaal

Beeslek
250
150
150
50
7
350
957

Skaaplek
250
150
100
100
50
5
350
1005

Samestelling
g/kg
g/kg
Ruproteïen
475
367
% Vanaf NPN
95.6
77.5
ME
3.8 MJ/kg 5.25 MJ/kg
Kalsium
41
27
Fosfaat
21
14
Swael
8
5
Inname Beeste (g/bees/dag) 350-500 450-650
Inname Skape (g/skaap/dag) Nie geskik 80-120

Innoverende oplossings in dierevoeding!
www.yara.co.za/animal-nutrition/
animal.nutrition.sa@yara.com | Tel: +27 (0)31 910-5100
Kalori 3000 - Reg Nr. V2809, Voergraad Ureum - Reg Nr. V15681, Voergraad Swael - Reg. Nr. V16738, Kimtrafos 12 Grandé Reg. Nr. V18670, PhosSure 12 - Reg. Nr. V12858. Alle produkte geregistreer onder Wet 36 van 1947
Yara Animal Nutrition Suid-Afrika (Edms) Bpk. Reg. Nr. 2001/025850/07
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The arrival of the free
market and the dissolution of
governing bodies

The arrival of the free market and the dissolution of governing bodies resulted in the liberalisation of markets and ushered in a new era for agricultural marketing in South Africa.
It resulted in more transparency in respect of price formation and producers had to learn
marketing skills. A short overview of the process is provided below.
 By Johan du Toit
Manager: Senwes Agricultural
Services

FROM THE 1930’s
• The agri-sector functioned as a single
channel market system from the early
1930's and decisions regarding prices
were made by the government and the
governing bodies involved.
• The Marketing Act came into being in
1937, in terms of which government
interference and control over the eco
nomy of the country increased.
• However, there were shortcomings
which contributed to controversial
opinions regarding a single channel
market system.
• One of the biggest shortcomings was
price movements between agricultural
and non-agricultural products, which
had a direct impact on the buying
power of producers.
FROM 1994
• Slack economic circumstances and
challenges such as droughts, demo
cratisation of South Africa in 1994, land
appropriation, land issues and international competition resulted in
the necessity for change in the
agri-sector.
• The regulated system in which the
agri-sector functioned, was seen as
exclusive and a system in which producers merely had to accept prices.
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• Liberalisation of the agri-sector by the
government was the first step to overcome the shortcomings in the industry.
• The regulated market in which agriculture functioned, changed to a free market system in 1995.
• The change to a free market system
where prices are determined by supply
and demand, was motivated by the
need to allow all citizens access to the
agricultural sector.
• The arrival of the free market resulted
in governing bodies being terminated,
one after the other.
• Amongst others, the free market system
replaced the Maize Board in 1995 and
the Wheat Board in 1997.
• The South African Futures Exchange
(SAFEX) took over the role of grain
governing boards.
• Market participants resulted in government no longer being the only price
determining body and supply and
demand (SAFEX) now determined the
price of negotiable commodities.
• The first grain contracts were listed on
SAFEX in 1996, followed by wheat contracts in 1997, sunflower contracts in
1999 and soybean contracts in 2002.
• The conversion to a free market system
required new skills and adjustments.
• It was essential for Senwes to think and
act proactively.
• Senwes converted from an agricultural
co-operative to a profit-making company competing in the free market on 10
April 1997.

• This change resulted in restructuring
and expansion, as well as a stricter
credit policy.
• Senwes’ grain storage business managed to remain profitable, despite the
conversion.
1998 UNTIL AFTER THE 2000's
• Further transformation would be
required from Senwes for the period
between 1998 and 2009 in order to
function profitably within the free market system, such as including different
racial groups, black economic empowerment and the accommodation of
different language groups.
• Irrespective of the transformation
and adjustments required by the new
market system, Senwes achieved an
exceptional financial milestone in 2009.
The agricultural sector has thus far
managed to adjust to and function within
the framework of a free market system,
where supply and demand determine
commodity prices.
SOURCES
Tyd kweek wenners. Senwes – ’n Eeu van
landbou (Elize S van Eeden)
Kort en Lank van Termynkontrakte.
SAFEX, Graanverskansing, Spekulasie
(JM Geyser)
The Agricultural Marketing Act: A PostMortem. The South African Journal of
Economics Vol. 68:3 2000 September (JA
Groenewald)
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Petrusburg
The Petrusburg branch
opened in 1977.

Not just somewhere in the middle
Most people would wonder where Petrusburg is. In his poetic voice, Elvis Blue sings of
a place where he finds himself: Somewhere in the middle of nowhere. However, most
people in the Free State and Northern Cape know exactly where Petrusburg can be found
in South Africa. Not just somewhere in the middle, but right in the middle of the country.
 By Aubrey Kruger
Senwes Scenario Editor

T

his is true in more than one
respect. Petrusburg is situated
at the geographic centre of
South Africa, at Emmaus, which
is approximately 20 km from Petrusburg.
Petrusburg is also exactly in the middle
of the Free State capital, Bloemfontein,
and its equivalent in the Northern Cape,
Kimberley, 80 km each from Petrusburg.
DIE BEGIN VAN DIE MIDDELPUNT
At 127 years Petrusburg has gone
through many phases. Petrusburg was
founded in 1928 and was named after the
owner of the farm, Petrus Albertus Venter.
The area first became known as a
horse and mule breeding centre, then
came king potatoes, followed by Jersey
cattle and diversified farming operations and wheat. Also Bonsmaras, which
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Senwes producer Johan Myburgh farms
with.
BRANCH ALSO A CENTRAL POINT
A stone's throw away from the centre of
town, you will find the Hinterland branch,
with branch manager Lourens Brand at
the helm. Lourens tells us that the branch
is 36 years old and was officially opened
on 22 Auust 1983 by the former managing
director of the Land and Agricultural Bank
of South Africa, TC de K Pienaar.
10 members of staff work at the branch
and Lourens has an interesting view
about the town. He sees Petrusburg as
a very strategic branch for Hinterland
and Senwes. “It is basically in the middle
and in a sense a barrier to entry, with
all the agri-companies around them.
Mechanisation-wise Senwes Equipment is
a leader, with staff going out of their way to
ensure customer satisfaction in respect of
spares - some drive past the opposition to
make use of our good service.

SENWES GRAINLINK SILO
Diagonally behind the branch you will find
the Senwes Grainlink Petrusburg silo, with
8 members of staff.
The silo was erected in 1977 and
was inaugurated by the then Minister
of Agriculture, Hendrik Schoeman.
Commodities received include wheat,
white and yellow maize and soybeans.
At this stage they mostly receive yellow
maize, followed by wheat and sunflower.
The silo has 16 bins with a total capacity
of approximately 60 000 tons -12 bins
with a capacity of 4 500 tons each and 4
smaller bins of 1 200 tons each.
Years ago, in 1979, wheat was delivered in bags. The largest volumes of wheat
in the history of Senwes was handled from
1990 to 2000.
Although Petrusburg is situated at the
centre of South Africa, it is the most southern silo of Senwes. The surrounding silos
are De Brug (40 km) and Bloemfontein (80
km).

AGRICULTURAL
Branch manager
Lourens Brand.

Agricultural tips
for the winter
 By Petrus van Staden
Senwes Senior Agronomist
Boet van Zyl
Senwes Senior Agricultural Economist
Ian Bothma
SGS Area Manager

UNIQUE EVENTS
Lightning set 12 heaps of wheat alight at the current
store in 1979. Many tons of wheat burnt down to the
ground. The silo is also the one where the most red
dust occurs. Former silo manager, André Barnardt
photographed it in 1979, with an old steam train in the
foreground.
The silo is also the first silo in the world to have handled one and a half times its capacity in one season,
with the same product. To be exact, the silo was 165%
full. As fast as grain was taken in on the one side, it was
outloaded on the other side. It could not be traded at
the same rate and had to be moved to other Senwes
silos. A few times thereafter, an additional 60 000 tons of
wheat and 20 000 tons of maize were taken in.
Speaking of the centre ... did you know that once
upon a time Emmaus had a railway station with a cafe
and a post office?
CELEBRITIES FROM THE MIDDLE
Top of the list is the famous writer Maretha Maartens,
who grew up in Petrusburg. Writer, poet and economist
Pieter Haasbroek is another one. Radio personality
Johrné van Huyssteen also makes no secret of the
fact that he hails from this area. Dr Theo Alant was a
deputy minister in the cabinet and Sarel Reinecke was
the first Petrusburg resident who was elected as MP.
AJC Jooste, whom the school was named after, had
a 70-year association with agriculture, the school and
community. During our visit we popped in at the old age
home for a visit with former director of Senwes, Johan
Delport.
As far as churches go, everyone knows the Reformed
and Dutch Reformed churches, with their steeples visible from the N8. The area is a well-known potato-producing area and the potato festival is held here.
We all know the old Afrikaans song So ry die trein,
so ry die trein, die Kimberley se trein. Old people
will remember the passenger train steaming into the
Petrusburg station at exactly 11:00.
Well done Petrusburg! Keep on spreading your
wings from the centre of SA.

THE COURSE OF the past season was unpredictable in more than one
respect and reflected the extremes of many years.
The rain came late initially. Late December 2019 and January 2019
were characterised by very high temperatures. Planting was late in
general. Rain at the beginning of February saved a number of plantings.
General indications were that the yield would possibly be lower than the
LAY due to late planting dates and high temperatures. Although the first
frost occurred middle April in various districts, there was no damage. The
occurrence of frost may be delayed due to the rain.
The rain at the end of April was the highest in many years. Various
rivers and dams overflowed. Hail damage was observed. In addition to
fields being very wet, damage due to water erosion also occurred.
A few principles to bear in mind for the coming season
The soaking rain during April could have the following impact:
• Wet soil could hamper the harvesting process.
• Should tillage practices have been implemented for water saving
purposes, the profile of most of the soil should be fairly close to the
upper limit of drained water. It therefore decreases the risk for the
coming summer production season.
• Indications for the winter season are that wheat plantings will be
significant. Alternatives to consider are early sunflower or cover crops
with a view to rounding off of weaners. Follow-up rain within the next
month or three should also be borne in mind. Should this happen, a full
soil profile should still be available in December for the planting of maize.
• Vehicles/implements on wet soil will aggravate soil compaction.
• The large volumes of water moving through the soil, should physically
compress the soil.
• The leaching of water through the soil profile, lowers the pH and results
in nutrients being lost. Should the latter end up in ground water, the
quality of borehole water will decline.
• Standing water in fields will results in immediate lack of oxygen, which
could result in lower yields. It also results in toxic concentrations of
nitrite and nitrate nitrogen Should the latter dissolve in ground water
near the soil surface, it will convert to atmospheric nitrogen and be lost.
Precision chemical analyses are a good investment for the coming
season. The analysis of nitrogen fractions in the soil is also recommended.
In respect of grazing, the rain came a bit late to ensure quality and
quantity for the winter. Producers must do a thorough evaluation and make
the necessary adjustments for sustained production.
SENWES SCENARIO | WINTER 2019
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Senwes Equipment
ready for the winter
 By Jacques Pretorius
Senwes Equipment: Manager:
Meganisasiedienste

T

here is two things about winter
which excite us - harvest time
and hunting time! After the harvest, we can hang our fresh biltong in the garage once again.
As you know, all Senwes Equipment
workshops are busy preparing harvesters
and harvester tables and rolling out the
PIP (Product Improvement Programme) of
John Deere, where applicable. We also
offer a comprehensive inspection programme in terms of which your harvester
is checked on the basis of a 200+ point
plan and oil and diesel tests are done to
ensure that you will have peace of mind
during harvest time.
We would like to invite you to have your
8000 and 9000 series tractors inspected proactively at your nearest Senwes
Equipment workshop to ensure that you

get the required working hours from your
machine. We believe that, after the good
rain and the soil moisture levels, a number
of producers are already on their harvesters, pulling along their rippers, which
means that unnecessary problems must
now be avoided.
We would like to remind you of the John
Deere fuel conditioner summer and winter
formula which you can use with your diesel
to prevent the diesel from freezing during
the winter months. The necessary lubrication of injectors and the diesel supply systems are also improved in order to extend
the life of your John Deere product.
Please make use of our Senwes
Equipment Call Centre when setting up
your harvester screen and documentation.
Contact our toll-free number, 018 464
7550, regarding any Greenstar problems
and the setting up of screens, as well as
the capturing and deletion documentation
relating to any of your agri-equipment.
We offer the following when you make use

of a Senwes Equipment workshop:
 68 trained John Deere technicians in
our Senwes area of operation.
 Special equipment to ensure that we
keep your machine going throughout
the year and to facilitate services.
 64 field service vehicles to assist you.
 5 technical advisors with years of John
Deere experience.
 A guarantee in respect of genuine
John Deere spares and workmanship
for peace of mind throughout the year.
 A business which is 110 years old and
which regards the future of agriculture and every producer as extremely
important.
We wish you a successful harvesting season and may our Heavenly Father bless
you with exceptional yields and a carefree
harvesting season.
Contact Senwes Equipment this winter
to assist you with your agri-equipment and
requirements.

PRUNING A TREE HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
The Greentec Hedger LRS 2402 is definitely the right pruning
equipment for nut trees. Antoon Smalberger, Sales Manager
JCB and Sundry Implements, told us that the product is
implemented from Denmark and that the following models are
available for the season: The LRS 1602, 1.6 m and LRS2402,
2.4 m, as well as the LRS4802, 4.8 metre (Excavator model)
should the need arise. The Greentec Hedger LRS
2402 and Toolbar HXT 3303 are mounted on a
JCB 531-70, which can then lift the Greentec
to a height of 7 metres to do pruning, with
the JCB 535-95 which can lift it to 9.5
metres. For more information, please
contact Antoon Smalberger at 018 464
7571 or Martin Coetzee (Staalmeester:
Chief Executive Officer) at 018 431 0300
or your nearest marketer. Or you can
visit Staalmeester at 2 Coetzee Straat in
Hartbeesfontein.
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Breek steeds nuwe grond
Senwes Equipment se ervaring in landbou strek oor 110 jaar. As
eksklusiewe handelaar van John Deere en alternatiewe toerusting,
verseker ons jou toegang tot die nuutste ontwikkelings.
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GRAIN BROKERS

MARKETS

El Niño years

Market opportunities
for producers after the harvest

What happened in the past?

By Hansie Swanepoel
Senwes Grainlink Market analist

 By Frans Dreyer
Manager: Senwes Grain Brokers
THIS ARTICLE IS the fourth in a series in which we look at
the background, origin and development of ENSO (El Niño
Southern Oscillation) events. The previous edition focused on
the specific classification of ENSO in the form of a medium to
strong El Niño event.
The current season is officially classified as a weak El
Niño type season. The season thus far has been the opposite of what is expected of El Niño seasons. An El Niño type
season is normally a bit wetter in the early part of the year
and dryer later in the year. The early part of the season was
dryer than what it had been since the 1915/16 season in
various districts. Autumn, particularly in respect of April rain,
was the wettest since accurate rainfall records commenced.
This applied in respect of particularly the western part of the
Senwes area.
This realisation confirms that it would always be risky to
base production or marketing decisions on the historic development of ENSO events only. The first reason for this is that
the occurrence of El Niño, La Niña and neutral types of seasons is reasonably random.
Die voorkoms van El Niño, La Niña en neutrale episodes (1923-2019
La Niña

El Niño

Neutraal

Voorkoms van die episodes
Aantal kere ’n groter oes as
bewegende gemiddeld

29
17

34
10

33
22

Aantal kere ’n kleiner oes as
bewegende gemiddeld

6

17

10

Maksimum positiewe afwyking op
lopende gemiddeld

46.8%

35.1%

55.1%

Maksimum negatiewe afwyking
op lopende gemiddeld

13.1%

59.30%

20.1%

121.85%

83.84%

110.6%

Opbrengsrealisasie as % van
gemiddelde opbrengs.

When focusing on La Niña events and the impact of such
seasons on yield potential, the picture is as follows:
La Niña seasons normally realise higher yields than the
5-year running average yields. There has been a few exceptions in the past. Producers approach a La Niña type season
with more confidence since it is usually a more moderate
season, with yields being more stable.
Read the full article by clicking on the link http://
senwes.co/frans19 or scan the QR code.
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PRODUCERS ARE AT the point where they have to make decisions about the tonnages harvested - should it be marketed or
should it be bought back in the market? The possibilities in this
regard are:
 Harvest and sell
 Buy back in the market
 Storage with the possibility of selling at a later stage
The market this year is characterised by maize closing stock levels
which should be sufficient (as at the time of writing) to meet the
current needs. However, there is room for upward and downward
movements over the course of the season.
Oilseed closing stock levels should be fairly low and there is sufficient room for price movements.
Table 1: NAMC 2019/20 supply and demand figures (3 May)
White Maize Yellow Maize

Total Maize

Hectares Planted
Yield
CEC Crop Estimate
CEC Retention

1 298 400
4.07
5 286 540
160 000

1 002 100
5.36
5 368 820
350 000

2 300 500
4.63
10 655 360
510 000

Opening Stock
Producer deliveries
Imports
Early Deliveries (Nett)
Surplus
Total Supply

1 824 084
5 126 540
20 000
5 000
6 975 624

969 575
5 018 820
450 000
10 000
6 448 395

2 793 659
10 145 360
450 000
20 000
15 000
13 424 019

Processed for local market
-human
-animal
-gristing
Other
Local Demand

5 482 000
4 650 000
820 000
12 000
44 000
5 526 000

5 216
545
4 660
11
195
5 411

500
000
000
500
000
500

10 698 500
5 195 000
5 480 000
23 500
239 000
10 937 500

Exports
Products
Whole maize
Total Demand

620
70
550
6 146

400
150
250
5 811

000
000
000
500

1 020
220
800
11 957

000
000
000
000

000
000
000
500

Ending Stock

829 624

636 895

1 466 519

Processed per month (local)
Months’ stock
Days’ stock

456 833
1.8
55

434 708
1.5
45

891 542
1.6
50

Read the full article by clicking on the link http://senwes.
co/hansie19 or scan the QR code.

Breek steeds nuwe grond
Landboutegnologie het in die laaste 110 jaar van basiese implemente
ontwikkel tot hoogs tegnologiese presisieboerdery – ‘n hulpmiddel wat
die produsent in staat stel om die optimum opbrengs op belegging te
realiseer. Skakel ons inbelsentrum by 018 464 7550/3.
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Ontsluit jou
opbrengspotensiaal ...
U SUKSES

PLANT JO

MAIZE

DKC76-77BR
DKC76-77BR is ons nuwe wit baster met die
volgende uitstaande kenmerke:
• Uiters meerkoppig.
•
•
•
•
•

Uitstekende opbrengspotensiaal.
Baie goeie staanvermoë.
Uitstekende graangehalte.
Veral geskik vir medium plantpopulasies.
Word aanbeveel vir die oostelike en westelike

Jou behoeftes is uniek; ons het
pasgemaakte produkte en tegnologie.
Kom ons praat oor hoe ons jou
opbrengspotensiaal kan ontsluit ...
Kontak ons by customercare@bayer.co.za
Engage
with us:
www.dekalb.co.za
DEKALB SA

DEKALB South Africa

dekalbsa

@DEKALB_SA

mielieverbouingstreke.
DEKALB®, Acceleron®, Roundup Ready® MAIZE 2 en YieldGard® MAIZE 2
is geregistreerde handelsname van Monsanto Technology LLC.
Monsanto Suid-Afrika (Edms) Bpk, Posbus 69933, Bryanston 2021.

OU
PLANT J

SUKSES

HUNTING

How do I determine the
accuracy of my firearm?
To shoot a 3-shot grouping at 100m, with the shots cutting one another, must certainly be an
indication that my rifle is accurate. But is it the only way of determining the accuracy of my
rifle?

 By Jan-Lodewyk Serfontein
Hunting expert

I

n reality it does not happen very often
that three shots cut one another on
your target. The setting of your rifle
can be 100% accurate, with perfectly
reloaded ammunition, and it can happen that the desired grouping cannot be
achieved on a given day. This may be due
to external factors affecting the trajectory
of the bullet, which push it away from its
target.
In addition to external factors such as
wind and temperature, a number of other
factors also affect the accuracy of your
rifle. The technique of a shot is a determining factor in finding the target. The techniques to be mastered by a shot include
the way of pulling the trigger, cheek position and dealing with the kick-back action.
Should these variables not be dealt with in
exactly the same way every time, your rifle
will not be accurate.
Poor quality telescopes and shots
with weakening vision, can also be determining factors in the accuracy of a rifle.
Telescopes play an important role in the
placement of a bullet. In addition to the
importance of being able to see what you

want to shoot, the telescope also has to
be accurate. The cross-hair of an accurate
telescope does not move around by itself
and has to be set accurately if necessary.
Due to the fact that a barrel which moves
0.016 degrees away from the target will
result in an inability to shoot an inch grouping at 100 paces, it is important to have a
very accurate telescope.
If the external factors and the technique
of the shot have such a huge effect on
accuracy, there has to be another way in
which to determine the accuracy of a rifle.
With technology improving everything,
including rifles, there has to be something
that we can use to determine the accuracy
of a rifle.
In an article published on the website
www.6.5Guys.com on 20 June 2015, titled
Load Development (Part 1 of 2), the writer
explains how he approaches load development. One of the ways used by him to
determine an accurate load, is to measure
the speed of every shot and to use the
load in respect of which speed has the
smallest extreme distribution. The extreme
distribution of speed of a group of loadings is calculated by deducting the lowest
speed from the highest speed. The result
is then the extreme distribution of speed of
a specific load. The article mentions that

the targets which have good groupings,
compare well with the loads with very low
extreme distribution in respect of speed.
Can we therefore use speed as an indication of accuracy?
The speed at which a bullet leaves the
barrel of a gun, is determined by internal
ballistics. Should the internal ballistics of
two bullets be the same, they should find
the same target should the technique of
the shot and external factors not be taken
into account. The speed at which a bullet
leaves the barrel of a gun determines the
trajectory of the bullet. Should every trajectory be exactly the same, every bullet
should find the same target.
Before simply accepting that speed
is a good indication of the accuracy of a
rifle, we have to test it. If possible I should
measure the speed of my rifle during load
development. The speed which I measure
is for purposes of determining the trajectory and not necessarily to determine
whether speed and accuracy have a direct
correlation. After load development I found
that a loading which does not group well,
does not have an extreme distribution in
speed of more than 10fps. Therefore, I will
have to do a test to determine the correlation between speed and accuracy. I will let
you know of my findings!
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Food for thought

Your footprints
make an impression

Milanie Vosloo

The question is, what kind
of impression?

I

rrespective of your position, your role or your type of work,
someone is watching you and copying at least some of
your actions. Whether it is at home, in your community, at
work or in family context, you leave footprints which others
follow - often without being aware that they are doing it.
It makes you think when you realise that your example has an
impact on the lives of others in some or other way. It almost
makes you feel uncomfortable when you realise that you have
the ability to influence other people's way of thinking, talking
and doing things. More so, that you have an impact on their
souls: How they think about God, other people and themselves
... how they experience and live their lives.
The question you and I should ask is: Where am I leading the
people following me on my journey? Do I speak, work and
manage them in such a way that they want to be better human
beings? Do they learn the good, the right way of doing things,
from me? A constructive way of dealing with others?
You can have a hugely positive effect on others when you follow the One who showed us how to build a better world: the
One who demonstrated unconditional love to us, who showed
us what altruism is, how to embrace fragile people and give
hope to the hopeless. Yes, if only you and I could scrupulously
follow in the footsteps of Jesus, we would have the opportunity
to demonstrate love in all things to others.
We can "preach" a lot of things, but people follow our example. If we want to inspire others to follow a specific direction, we have to be travelling in the same direction. How
else will they find the right way?
Lord, please help me to leave behind even just a little bit of
Your footprint of love.

Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers
Win with Senwes and Cum Publishers. One lucky reader can win a
copy of Hoop wat kaalvoet loop, 101 devotions filled with hope and
inspiration. SMS Senwes, Cum, your name, telephone number
and e-mail address to 31022 on or before 31 July 2019.
Standard sms-tariffs will apply and no Senwes group employees may enter.
Visit the website www.senwes.co.za for comprehensive competition rules.
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Tips for the winter

T

he end of autumn is upon us with its display of yellow,
gold and brown. The cold winter is here.
The good news is that during this time, changes can
be made to your garden. It is the ideal time to check
your gardening equipment, particularly your pruning shears.
Use the time to sand down that garden furniture and to repaint
it. While the paint tins are open, paint that wall that has been
bothering you.
What should we do in the garden, at the end of autumn? All
sensitive plants must be moved to protected areas or should
at least be covered with frost cloth. In severe frost areas, this
should be done in April already. Good practice is to irrigate
early in the morning, before sunrise, to prevent the dew on
the leaves from freezing. Isolate taps and pipes and put the
hose away at night to prevent damage. A good layer of mulch
is always a winner during the winter months to keep the soil
warmer.
Winter is the time to plant roses - it provides the opportunity
for the roses to establish themselves property before the heat
of summer. It is important to prepare soil properly by working
enough compost into the hole in which the rose will be planted.
Already established roses in frost-free areas can be pruned
in July, but in frost areas it would be advisable to wait until
August.
Add colour to your garden by planting camelias and azalias,
which will flower beautifully. It is important to water properly.
However, too much water can result in hanging flowers, so be
aware of that.
Late July, early August is a good time to plant new fruit
trees. Prepare the soil in which to plant the trees well. Fruit trees
can be pruned late in June. It is good practice to spray the
trees with lime sulphur for a few days after pruning.
Brussel sprouts, carrots and cabbage can be harvested in
the vegetable garden. Peas and kale can be planted in June
and other cabbages, peas and parsnip.
Time to improve soil quality - add a handful or two of gypsum to heavy soil - it will improve the soil structure and neutralise salt. Soil with a low pH-value will benefit from some lime.
It is important to know the pH-value of your soil before liming.
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